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Abstract
Results are reported for the B0s → µ+µ− branching fraction and effective lifetime and
from a search for the decay B0 → µ+µ−. The analysis uses a data sample of proton-
proton collisions accumulated by the CMS experiment in 2011, 2012, and 2016, with
center-of-mass energies (integrated luminosities) of 7 TeV (5 fb−1), 8 TeV (20 fb−1), and
13 TeV (36 fb−1). The branching fractions are determined by measuring event yields
relative to B+ → J/ψK+ decays (with J/ψ → µ+µ−), which results in the reduc-
tion of many of the systematic uncertainties. The decay B0s → µ+µ− is observed
with a significance of 5.6 standard deviations. The branching fraction is measured to
be B(B0s → µ+µ−) = [2.9 +0.7−0.6(exp) ± 0.2(frag)] × 10−9, where the first uncertainty
combines the experimental statistical and systematic contributions, and the second
is due to the uncertainty in the ratio of the B0s and the B+ fragmentation functions.
No significant excess is observed for the decay B0 → µ+µ−, and an upper limit of
B(B0 → µ+µ−) < 3.6× 10−10 is obtained at 95% confidence level. The B0s → µ+µ−
effective lifetime is measured to be τµ+µ− = 1.70
+0.61
−0.44 ps. These results are consistent
with standard model predictions.
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11 Introduction
Leptonic B meson decays offer excellent opportunities to perform precision tests of the stan-
dard model (SM) of particle physics because of minimal hadronic uncertainties in the theo-
retical predictions [1–5]. In the SM, the decays B0s → µ+µ− and B0 → µ+µ− proceed only
via loop diagrams and are also helicity suppressed, leading to very small expected decay time-
integrated branching fractions, (3.66± 0.14)× 10−9 and (1.03± 0.05)× 10−10, respectively. The-
oretical uncertainties in the calculation of these branching fractions have been reduced in recent
years as a result of progress in lattice quantum chromodynamics (QCD) [6–10], in the calcula-
tion of electroweak effects at next-to-leading order [2], and in the calculation of QCD effects
at next-to-next-to-leading order [3]. Enhanced electromagnetic contributions from virtual pho-
ton exchange have been shown [4, 5] to produce larger corrections than previously assumed
in the theoretical uncertainties. The B0s → µ+µ− branching fraction has been measured in
proton-proton collisions by the CMS, LHCb, and ATLAS Collaborations [11–14]. For the decay
B0 → µ+µ−, evidence at the three standard deviation level has been obtained by the CMS and
LHCb Collaborations in a combined analysis [12] of
√
s = 7 and 8 TeV data. However, this has
not been confirmed by LHCb after incorporating 13 TeV data [13], nor by ATLAS [14].
The heavy (B0sH) and light (B
0
sL) mass eigenstates are linear combinations of the flavor eigen-
states, |B0sL(H)〉 = p|B0s〉 ± q|B0s〉, with the normalization condition |p|2 + |q|2 = 1. The decay
amplitudes A
( )
µ+µ− = A(B
( )
s
0 → µ+µ−), together with p and q, are used to define [15] the
parameters λ ≡ (q/p)(Aµ+µ−/Aµ+µ−) and Aµ
+µ−
∆Γ ≡ −2<(λ)/(1 + |λ|2). The SM predicts
Aµ+µ−∆Γ = +1, i.e., that only the heavy state, with measured lifetime τB0sH = 1.615± 0.009 ps [16],
contributes to the B0s → µ+µ− decay. The B0s → µ+µ− effective lifetime is defined by
τµ+µ− ≡
∫ ∞
0 t [Γ(B
0
s(t)→ µ+µ−) + Γ(B0s(t)→ µ+µ−)]dt∫ ∞
0 [Γ(B
0
s(t)→ µ+µ−) + Γ(B0s(t)→ µ+µ−)]dt
, (1)
where t is the proper decay time of the B0s meson [17]. The effective lifetime is related to the B0s
mean lifetime through [18]
τµ+µ− =
τB0s
1− y2s
1+ 2Aµ+µ−∆Γ ys + y2s
1+Aµ+µ−∆Γ ys
 , (2)
where the parameter ys ≡ τB0s∆Γs/2 = 0.066± 0.004 is defined using the measured B
0
s mean
lifetime τB0s
= 1.509± 0.004 ps and B0s–B0s decay width difference ∆Γs ≡ ΓsL − ΓsH = 0.088±
0.006 ps−1 [16]. A first measurement of the effective lifetime, τµ+µ− = 2.04± 0.44± 0.05 ps,
which is consistent with the SM expectation, has been presented by the LHCb Collabora-
tion [13].
In this paper, we report updated results for the B0s → µ+µ− and B0 → µ+µ− branching frac-
tions, as well as a measurement of the B0s → µ+µ− effective lifetime. The data were collected
in proton-proton (pp) collisions at the CERN LHC, corresponding to integrated luminosities of
5 and 20 fb−1 recorded in 2011 and 2012 at
√
s = 7 and 8 TeV, respectively, during Run 1 of the
LHC, and 36 fb−1 recorded in 2016 at
√
s = 13 TeV, during Run 2. Depending on the context, the
symbol B is used to denote the B0, B0s , and B+ mesons and/or the Λb baryon, and charge con-
jugation is implied throughout, except as noted. The present branching fraction measurements
supersede the previous CMS results [11], which used Run 1 data only. The main differences
2with respect to the previous branching fraction results include the greater statistical precision
of the larger data sample, an improved muon identification algorithm, based on a newly de-
veloped boosted decision tree (BDT), and better constraints against background contamination
in the search for B0 → µ+µ−. In addition to the BDT used for muon identification, the analysis
employs a second BDT in the candidate selection. For clarity we will refer to them as the muon
BDT and the analysis BDT. The Run 1 data are reanalyzed using the new muon identification
algorithm (with its improved BDT), but the candidate selection incorporates the same analysis
BDT as used in the original Run 1 analysis, as described in Ref. [11]. The binning of the analysis
BDT discriminator distribution, used for the final result extraction, was modified, based on the
best expected performance. For the Run 2 data, a new analysis BDT was developed.
The signal sample consists of B candidates constructed from two oppositely charged muons,
which are constrained to originate from a common origin and have an invariant mass in the
range 4.8 < mµ+µ− < 6.0 GeV. Within the signal sample, a signal region defined by 5.20 <
mµ+µ− < 5.45 GeV is analyzed only after all analysis procedures have been finalized. The
background is estimated from mass sidebands in data and from Monte Carlo (MC) simula-
tions for specific background sources from B decays. The main background categories are (1)
combinatorial background with two genuine muons from semileptonic decays of separate B
hadrons (e.g., B0 → D∗−µ+ν), (2) rare B decays with two muons (e.g., from B → hµµ where
h ∈ {pi , K, p}), and (3) rare B decays with one hadron (e.g., from B → hµν) or two hadrons
(e.g., from B → hh(’)) misidentified as muons. The combinatorial background affects both
B0s → µ+µ− and B0 → µ+µ− and is the limiting factor for the measurement of the former. The
search for the decay B0 → µ+µ−, with its smaller expected branching fraction and an expected
signal-to-background ratio significantly below one, is additionally affected by rare B decays,
since background from hadronic B decays produces a dimuon invariant mass distribution that
peaks underneath the B0 → µ+µ− signal. The background from rare B decays has only a minor
impact on the B0s → µ+µ− results.
Because the mass resolution of the CMS detector has a strong dependence on the pseudora-
pidity η of the muons, the analysis sensitivity benefits from a division of the data sets into
channels based on the pseudorapidity ηfµ of the most forward muon of the B candidate, where
|ηfµ| = max(|ηµ+ |, |ηµ− |). A central and a forward channel are defined for all running periods,
with different boundaries for Run 1 and Run 2 because of changing trigger requirements.
A normalization sample based on B+ → J/ψK+ decays (with J/ψ → µ+µ−) is used in the
measurement of the branching fractions. In addition, a control sample based on B0s → J/ψφ
decays (with J/ψ → µ+µ− and φ → K+K−) is used to study differences between B+ and B0s
characteristics (fragmentation, isolation, selection efficiency, etc.) in data and to compare with
MC simulation. These samples are reconstructed by adding one or two charged tracks with
a kaon mass hypothesis to two oppositely charged muons, requiring the dimuon pair to be
consistent with J/ψ meson decay.
The B0s → µ+µ− branching fraction is determined using
B(B0s → µ+µ−) =
NS
NB
+
obs
fu
fs
ε
B+
tot
εtot
B(B+ → J/ψK+)B(J/ψ → µ+µ−), (3)
where NS (N
B+
obs ) is the number of reconstructed B
0
s → µ+µ− (B+ → J/ψK+) decays, εtot (εB
+
tot ) is
the total signal (B+) efficiency, B(B+ → J/ψK+) = (1.01± 0.03)× 10−3 and B(J/ψ → µ+µ−) =
(5.96± 0.03)× 10−2 [16], and fu/ fs is the ratio of the B+ and B0s fragmentation functions. The
3value fs/ fu = 0.252± 0.012 (exp)± 0.015 (CMS), a combination [16] with input from measure-
ments by the LHCb [19] and ATLAS Collaborations [20], is used. Beyond the experimental
uncertainty from Ref. [16], we assign an additional uncertainty (labeled CMS) by adding in
quadrature uncertainties evaluated from the consideration of two other issues. First, we derive
an uncertainty of 0.008 from the difference between the value of fs/ fu in Ref. [16], obtained at√
s = 7 TeV, and that in Ref. [21], obtained at
√
s = 13 TeV. Second, using the parametrization
of the transverse momentum (pT) dependence in Ref. [21], we determine a difference of 0.013
between the fs/ fu values at the average pT of Ref. [21] and the average pT of the B0s → µ+µ−
candidates in this analysis (see below, Table 3). An analogous equation to Eq. (3) is used to
determine the B0 → µ+µ− branching fraction, where we assume fd/ fu = 1 for the ratio of the
B0 to the B+ fragmentation functions [16].
The measurement of B(B0s → µ+µ−) and B(B0 → µ+µ−) is performed with an extended
unbinned maximum likelihood (UML) fit, with probability density functions (PDFs) obtained
from simulated event samples and data sidebands. For the determination of the B0s → µ+µ−
effective lifetime τµ+µ− , two independent procedures are used. The first is based on a two-
dimensional (2D) UML fit to the invariant mass and proper decay time distributions of B0s →
µ+µ− candidates. The second is based on a one-dimensional (1D) binned maximum likeli-
hood (ML) fit to the background-subtracted proper decay time distribution obtained with the
sPlot [22] method.
The presence of multiple p p interactions in an event is referred to as pileup, whose rate is de-
pendent on the instantaneous luminosity. The average number of reconstructed p p interaction
vertices is 8, 15, and 18 for the data collected in 2011, 2012, and 2016, respectively.
2 Event simulation
Simulated event samples, produced with MC programs, are used to optimize the analysis se-
lection requirements and to determine efficiencies for the signal, normalization, and control
samples. The background shapes of the dimuon invariant mass distribution for rare B decays,
where one or two charged hadrons are misidentified as muons, are also obtained from simu-
lated event samples. The simulated background decay modes include B → hµν, B → hµµ,
and B → hh(’). For the decay Λb → pµ−νµ , the model of Ref. [23], based on QCD light-cone
sum rules, is used. In addition, the decay B+c → J/ψµ+ν was studied, but is not required for an
adequate background description after the full selection has been applied and therefore is not
considered in the final analysis.
The simulated event samples are generated with PYTHIA 6.426 [24] for the Run 1 analysis and
PYTHIA 8.212 [25] for the Run 2 analysis. In both cases, signal and background events are se-
lected from generic 2→ 2 QCD processes to provide a complete mixture of gluon fusion, gluon
splitting, and flavor excitation production. The analysis efficiency varies for these production
mechanisms. For instance, in gluon splitting the two b quarks can have a small phase space
separation such that a B0s → µ+µ− decay is less isolated than in gluon fusion, for which the
two b quarks are, to first order, back-to-back in the transverse plane. The mixture in the MC
simulation is compared to the mixture in data using the normalization and control samples,
and a corresponding systematic uncertainty is assigned. The changing pileup conditions are
reflected in the event simulation.
The decay of unstable particles is described using the EVTGEN [26] program and final-state
photon radiation using the PHOTOS [27, 28] program. The detector response is simulated with
4GEANT4 [29].
3 The CMS detector
The CMS experiment is based on a general purpose detector designed and built to study
physics at the TeV scale. A detailed description of the CMS detector, together with a definition
of the coordinate system used and the relevant kinematic variables, can be found in Ref. [30].
For this analysis, the main subdetectors used are the silicon tracker, composed of pixel and mi-
crostrip detectors within a 3.8 T axial magnetic field, and the muon detector, described below.
These detectors are divided into a barrel and two endcap sections.
The silicon tracker detects charged particles within |η| < 2.5. The pixel detector is composed of
three layers in the barrel region and two disks located on each side in the forward regions. In
total, the pixel detector contains about 66 million 100 µm× 150 µm pixels. Further from the in-
teraction region is a microstrip detector, composed of ten barrel layers, and three inner and nine
outer disks on either end of the detector, with strip pitches between 80 and 180 µm. In total,
the microstrip detector contains around 10 million strips and, together with the pixel detector,
yields an impact parameter resolution of ≈15 µm. As a consequence of the high granularity of
the silicon tracker and the strong and homogeneous magnetic field, a transverse momentum
resolution of about 1.5% [31] is obtained for the muons in this analysis. The systematic uncer-
tainty in the track reconstruction efficiency for charged hadrons is estimated to be 4.0 (2.3)% in
Run 1 (Run 2) [31, 32]. In Run 2, the microstrip detector experienced operational instabilities
during the initial period of the run, resulting in a significant impact on the trigger efficiency as
the level of pileup increased. The Run 2 data are therefore divided into two separate running
periods, denoted 2016A and 2016B, of roughly equal integrated luminosity. Separate sets of MC
samples are used to describe these periods. Residual differences between the MC simulation
and the Run 2 data lead to a systematic uncertainty of ±0.07 ps in the effective lifetime mea-
surement. This uncertainty is estimated from the variation in the B+ lifetime measured with the
B+ normalization sample in the two running periods and channels. The maximum difference
with respect to the result in Ref. [16] is assigned as the systematic uncertainty. The uncertainties
due to the residual misalignment of the tracker have negligible impact on the branching frac-
tion measurement. For the effective lifetime measurement, a systematic uncertainty of 0.02 ps
is determined from this source, using the normalization sample.
Muons are measured within |η| < 2.4 with four muon stations interspersed among the layers
of the steel flux-return plates. Each station consists of several layers of drift tubes and cathode
strip chambers in the regions |η| < 1.2 and 0.9 < |η| < 2.4, respectively. They are comple-
mented by resistive plate chambers (RPC) covering the range |η| < 1.6. The muon system
does not contribute to the pT measurement of the muons relevant for this analysis and is used
exclusively for trigger and muon identification purposes. Standalone muons are reconstructed
from hits in the three muon subdetectors. They are subsequently combined with tracks found
in the silicon tracker to form global muons [33, 34]. For a global muon, a standalone muon is
linked to a track by comparing their parameters after propagation to a common surface at the
innermost muon station of the reconstructed standalone muon track.
4 Trigger
Events with dimuon candidates are selected using a two-tiered trigger system [35]. The first
level (L1), composed of custom hardware processors, uses information from the muon detec-
tors and calorimeters to select events at a rate of around 100 kHz within a time interval of less
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sors running a version of the full event reconstruction software optimized for fast processing,
and reduces the event rate to around 1 kHz before data storage.
The L1 trigger requires two muon candidates with either no pT requirement or a loose require-
ment of pT > 3 GeV, depending on the running period. However, there is an implicit pT thresh-
old of about 3.5 GeV in the barrel and 2 GeV in the endcaps since muons must reach the muon
detectors. In Run 1, no restriction was imposed on the muon pseudorapidity, while in Run 2
both muons were required to be within |η| < 1.6. As the instantaneous luminosity increased
over the course of Run 1, the trigger selection was gradually tightened, an effect that is ac-
counted for in the simulation of the trigger performance. In Run 2, the trigger conditions were
stable for the entire running period. For both running periods, the offline analysis selection is
more restrictive than the trigger requirements.
At the HLT level, the complete silicon tracker information is available, providing precise muon
momentum information for the dimuon invariant mass calculation and vertex fit. This allows
more stringent requirements to be placed on the single muon and dimuon pT, and permits the
calculation of the three-dimensional (3D) distance of closest approach (dca) between the two
muons.
For the signal sample in Run 1, the HLT required the dimuon invariant mass to satisfy 4.8 <
mµ+µ− < 6.0 GeV. The most stringent HLT selection additionally required pTµ > 4 GeV,
pTµ+µ− > 3.9 GeV (5.9 GeV for events with at least one muon with |η| > 1.5), dca < 0.5 cm,
and the probability of the χ2 per degree of freedom (dof) of the dimuon vertex fit P(χ2/dof) >
0.5%. For Run 2, the following requirements were imposed: |η| < 1.4; 4.5 < mµ+µ− < 6.0 GeV;
pTµ+µ− > 4.9 GeV; pTµ > 4 GeV (3 GeV) for the leading (subleading) muon, where the leading
(subleading) muon is the muon with the higher (lower) pT; dca < 0.5 cm; and P(χ2/dof) >
0.5%.
For the normalization (B+ → J/ψK+) and control (B0s → J/ψφ) samples, the data in Run 1
were collected by requiring the following: two muons, each with pTµ > 4 GeV and |η| <
2.2, pTµ+µ− > 6.9 GeV, 2.9 < mµ+µ− < 3.3 GeV, dca < 0.5 cm, and P(χ2/dof) > 15%. To
reduce the rate of prompt J/ψ candidates, two additional requirements were imposed in the
transverse plane: (i) the pointing angle αxy between the dimuon momentum and the vector
from the beamspot (defined as the average interaction point) to the dimuon vertex must fulfill
cos αxy > 0.9; and (ii) the flight distance significance `xy/σ(`xy)must be larger than 3, where `xy
is the 2D distance between the beamspot and the dimuon vertex and σ(`xy) is its uncertainty.
For Run 2, the only changes were to restrict the muons to |η| < 1.4 and to loosen the vertex
probability requirement to P(χ2/dof) > 10%. In addition, for Run 2, this trigger path was
prescaled by a factor between 1 and 8, depending on the instantaneous luminosity.
The trigger efficiencies for the various samples are determined from the MC simulation. They
are calculated after all muon identification selection criteria, discussed in Section 5, and anal-
ysis preselection criteria, discussed in Section 6, have been applied. For the signal events, the
average trigger efficiency is around 70% (up to 75% in the central channel and down to 65% in
the forward channel). The trigger efficiency for the normalization and control samples varies
from 75% in the central channel to 50% in the forward channel. A systematic uncertainty of 3%
in the trigger efficiency ratio between the signal and normalization samples is estimated from
simulation by varying the selection efficiency between a very loose preselection level to a level
such that only 10% of the preselected events remain.
6The operational instabilities of the microstrip detector during the 2016A running period in-
creased the pileup dependence of the HLT. This affected the normalization sample more strongly
than the signal sample, because of the requirement for the former sample that the dimuon ver-
tex be well separated from the beamspot. The pileup-dependent normalization deficit is cor-
rected in data with per-event weights that depend on the number of reconstructed primary
vertices and `xy. The systematic uncertainty associated with this correction amounts to 6% for
the 2016A data and 5% for 2016B.
5 Muon identification
For the analysis, it is important to maintain a high muon identification efficiency while min-
imizing the probability for charged hadrons to be misidentified as muons. Achieving a low
hadron-to-muon misidentification rate is especially important in the search for B0 → µ+µ−,
where the SM branching fraction is roughly an order of magnitude below that for B0s → µ+µ−
and there are additional contributions to the background from two-body decays of B hadrons.
To achieve this goal, a new muon BDT was trained separately for the Run 1 and Run 2 data, us-
ing the TMVA framework [36]. For both data samples, the starting point for muon identification
is the set of global muons obtained from the standard CMS muon reconstruction [33, 34]. In
contrast, in the previous analysis [11], the starting point for the BDT was a sample of so-called
tight muons, which form a subset of the full global muon sample.
The muon BDT training was performed using simulated events derived from signal samples
for the muons and from background samples for the misidentified charged hadrons. Statisti-
cally independent MC samples were used to evaluate the performance of the muon BDT in the
optimization process. The variables used in the new muon BDT can be grouped into three cat-
egories according to whether they are associated with measurements from the silicon tracker,
the muon system, or the combined global muon reconstruction.
The variables determined with the silicon tracker are sensitive to the quality of the muon track
measurement and exploit the fact that tracks from charged hadrons and tracks from particles
with a decay-in-flight often have lower quality. These variables are the track χ2/dof, the frac-
tion of valid hits divided by the number of expected hits, the number of layers containing
hits, and the change in track curvature. The changes in track curvature are identified using a
dedicated kink-finding algorithm, which computes the difference between the predicted and
measured azimuthal angle ϕ of the track at each layer. The values of the squared ϕ-angle
differences, divided by their associated squared uncertainties, are then summed to obtain a
discriminating variable.
The variables associated with measurements in the muon system are the standalone muon
χ2/dof, the standalone muon compatibility with the muon hypothesis, and a variable quanti-
fying the time-of-flight error in the RPC muon subsystem.
The variables related to the global muon reconstruction are the χ2/dof of the momentum
matching between the extrapolated silicon tracker and standalone muon at the innermost muon
layer; the χ2/dof of the position matching between the extrapolated silicon tracker and stan-
dalone muon at the innermost muon layer; the χ2 between all silicon tracker hit positions and
the global muon position; the output of the kink-finding algorithm (as described above, but
applied to the global muon trajectory); the probability of the global muon track χ2/dof; and
the product of the charges, as determined in the silicon tracker and the muon system.
The variables used in the muon BDT optimization process are chosen iteratively to provide
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limited). The same variable set is used in the muon BDT training for Runs 1 and 2.
The new muon BDT achieves an average misidentification rate of 6× 10−4 and 10−3 for pions
and kaons, respectively, for both Runs 1 and 2, together with a muon efficiency of about 70
(76)% for Run 1 (Run 2). Compared to the previous BDT used in Ref. [11], the new BDT im-
proves the muon efficiency by about 5% (absolute) for the same hadron misidentification rate.
The proton misidentification rate is approximately 10−4.
The performance of the muon BDT is validated by comparing its behavior in simulation with
that in data, using event samples in which a kinematically selected two-body decay provides
a source of independently identified muons or hadrons. For muons, the decay J/ψ → µ+µ− is
used. Charged hadrons are selected with the decays K0S → pi+pi− for pions, φ → K+K− for
kaons, and Λ → ppi− for protons. These samples are used to compare the distributions of the
variables used in the muon BDT in background-subtracted data and simulation, as well as the
corresponding single-hadron misidentification probabilities. The distributions of all variables
used in the muon BDT are found to be consistent between data and simulation. After correcting
for trigger and reconstruction biases, the misidentification probabilities in data and simulation
are also found to be consistent. This comparison is used to assign a 10% relative uncertainty
in the pion and kaon misidentification probabilities, which are found to be roughly uniform
over the range 5 < pT < 20 GeV. The limited statistical precision of the Λ → ppi− validation
sample, with a proton misidentified as a muon, does not allow a differential comparison, and
a relative systematic uncertainty of 60% is estimated based on the average difference between
data and simulation for the rate of proton misidentification.
An independent study was performed to measure the misidentification rate of charged pions
and kaons by reconstructing D∗+ → D0(→ K−pi+)pi+s decays, where the slow pion pi+s allows
the unambiguous identification of the charged kaon. This validation sample provides a set
of charged hadrons with pT and impact parameter values comparable to those relevant for
the B0 → µ+µ− analysis. The limited size of the sample allows only a comparison of the
integrated misidentification probabilities, which agree within the uncertainties between data
and simulation.
To determine the systematic uncertainty in the muon identification efficiency, the muon BDT
discriminator distribution is studied in data and simulation for muons from B+ → J/ψK+ and
B0s → J/ψφ candidates. The efficiency ratio of the muon BDT discriminator requirement for
muons from B+ → J/ψK+ and B0s → J/ψφ decays between data and MC simulation agrees to
better than 3% in all analysis channels. This value is used as the estimate of the uncertainty in
the relative muon identification efficiency between the signal and normalization modes.
6 Selection
The B → µ+µ− candidate selection starts with two oppositely charged global muons. (To retain
more muons for the development of the analysis BDT and the validation of the background
estimate, the full muon BDT discriminator requirement is applied only for the extraction of the
final result). Both muons must have pT > 4 GeV and be matched to muons that triggered the
event. The distance of closest approach dca between the B meson candidate tracks is required to
be less than 0.08 cm. After constraining the two muon tracks to a common (secondary) vertex,
the invariant mass is required to satisfy 4.8 < mµ+µ− < 6.0 GeV.
The momentum and vertex position of the B candidate are used to select the primary vertex
8(PV) from which the B candidate originates, based on the distance of closest approach to each
PV of the extrapolated trajectory of the B candidate. In the following, this PV is referred to
as the bb-PV. To avoid a possible bias in the bb-PV position, each PV is refit without the B
candidate tracks. In this fit, based on an adaptive fitting method [37], a weight from 0 to 1 is
assigned to each track. The B candidate is rejected if the average track weight of the bb-PV
(excluding the B candidate tracks) is smaller than 0.6.
In the offline analysis, many of the variables with the highest discriminating power are deter-
mined in 3D space. The flight-length significance `3D/σ(`3D) is measured with respect to the
bb-PV. For the Run 2 analysis, a correction is applied to `3D and σ(`3D) to reduce differences be-
tween data and simulation. The B candidate pointing angle α is calculated as the opening angle
between the B momentum and the vector from the bb-PV to the secondary vertex. The impact
parameter δ3D of the B candidate, its uncertainty σ(δ3D), and its significance δ3D/σ(δ3D) are
measured with respect to the bb-PV. The χ2/dof of the secondary vertex fit is also a powerful
discriminant. The decay time is given by the product of the flight length `3D and the invariant
mass of the B candidate, divided by the magnitude of the B candidate momentum.
To reduce background, isolation requirements are placed on the B candidate and the muon
tracks. The background rejection power and signal efficiency of these requirements is not sig-
nificantly affected by the increased pileup in Run 2. The presence of other PVs, not associated
with the B candidate, requires that the isolation variables be calculated using only tracks that
are related to the B candidate and its bb-PV. In the following, the track sums include only those
tracks that are associated with the bb-PV or that are not associated with any other PV. The lat-
ter class of tracks includes displaced tracks that are not part of any PV, but come close to the B
candidate’s secondary vertex according to criteria defined below. Tracks that are part of the B
candidate are excluded from the track sums.
The B candidate isolation is calculated as I = pTB/(pTB +∑trk pT). The sum includes all tracks
from the bb-PV with pT > 0.9 GeV and ∆R =
√
(∆η)2 + (∆ϕ)2 < 0.7, where ∆η and ∆ϕ are
the differences in pseudorapidity and azimuthal angle between the charged track and the B
candidate momentum. Tracks not associated with any other PV are also included in the sum
if they have dca < 0.05 cm with respect to the secondary vertex. A similar isolation variable,
Iµ = pTµ/(pTµ + ∑trk pT), is calculated for each muon, where the requirements pT > 0.5 GeV,
∆R < 0.5, and dca < 0.1 cm are imposed. The track requirements for both isolation criteria
are chosen to provide optimal background rejection and produce good agreement between the
data and MC simulation.
A variable Nclosetrk is introduced to specify the number of tracks with pT > 0.5 GeV that satisfy
dca < 0.03 cm with respect to the B candidate vertex. This variable is used to reduce back-
ground from partially reconstructed decays, e.g., B− → ρ0(→ pi+pi−)µ−νµ , where one pion
is misidentified as a muon. The minimum distance of closest approach d0ca to the B candidate
secondary vertex is determined with the same set of tracks, with a correction applied for Run
2 to reduce data versus simulation differences.
The final selection relies on an analysis BDT trained [36] with MC signal events (B0s → µ+µ−
and B0 → µ+µ− decays) and with background events taken from a data sideband in the
dimuon invariant mass defined by 5.45 < mµ+µ− < 5.9 GeV. The analysis BDT selection
for the Run 1 data is described in Ref. [11]. For Run 2, the 2016A and 2016B running periods
require separate treatment, as stated above. To avoid possible bias, the data sample is ran-
domly split into three subsets such that the training and validation of the analysis BDT are
performed on samples independent of its application. A preselection eliminates events with
9extreme outlier values in the relevant variables and removes the vast majority of background
events where the dimuon vertex is not well separated from the bb-PV. The signal and nor-
malization sample topologies are kept as similar as possible to reduce uncertainties in their
efficiency ratios, cf. Eq. (3). The most important preselection requirements are `3D/σ(`3D) > 4,
`xy/σ(`xy) > 4, α3D < 0.2, δ3D < 0.02 cm, δ3D/σ(δ3D) < 4, χ2/dof < 5, and dca < 0.08 cm. After
this preselection, more than 6000 dimuon background events remain in each subset. Because
of this statistical limitation, the analysis BDT optimization starts from a set of core variables:
`3D/σ(`3D), α3D, δ3D/σ(δ3D), d0ca, χ2/dof, Nclosetrk , I, Iµ1 , and Iµ2 . To this list, optional variables,
dca, δ3D, `3D, `xy/σ(`xy), pT, and η, are added. The final analysis BDTs are chosen based on the
maximum of S/
√
S+ B, where S is the expected B0s → µ+µ− signal yield in the mass region
5.3 < mµ+µ− < 5.45 GeV from simulation and B is the expected combinatorial background
in that mass region, extrapolating from the data sideband. This approximate figure of merit
was used only in the optimization procedure and not in the procedure used to obtain the final
result. Systematic uncertainties related to the selection are determined using the normalization
and control samples, as described below.
The reconstruction of the B+ → J/ψK+ normalization sample and the B0s → J/ψφ (φ→ K+K−)
control sample is similar to the reconstruction of B → µ+µ− candidates. Two oppositely
charged global muons with pT > 4 GeV, pTµ+µ− > 7 GeV, and 2.8 < mµ+µ− < 3.2 GeV are
combined with either one or two tracks, assumed to be kaons, with pT > 0.6 GeV. The maxi-
mum distance of closest approach (dmaxca ) between all pairs of the B candidate tracks is required
to satisfy dmaxca < 0.08 cm. For B0s → J/ψφ candidates, the two kaons must have an invariant
mass 1.01 < mK+K− < 1.03 GeV. All B candidates with an invariant mass 4.8 < m < 6.0 GeV
are retained for further analysis. Since B+ → J/ψK+ and B0s → J/ψφ candidates are analyzed
with the same analysis BDT as the B → µ+µ− candidates, the two muons from the J/ψ are
refit to a common vertex and this fit χ2/dof is used in the analysis BDT, so as to have the same
number of degrees of freedom as in the signal decay. The determination of the other variables
is based on the complete B candidate secondary vertex, also including the additional kaon(s)
in the fit.
The B candidate yields in the normalization sample are determined with binned ML fits. Ex-
ample invariant mass distributions from Run 2 are shown in Fig. 1. The B+ → J/ψK+ signal
component is modeled by a double-Gaussian function with common mean. The background
is modeled with an exponential function for the combinatorial component, an error function
for the partially reconstructed background from B → J/ψKX, and a double-Gaussian function
with common mean for B+ → J/ψpi+ decays. For this latter component, the integral is con-
strained to 4% of the signal yield [16] and the other parameters are fixed to the expectation from
MC simulation. The total B+ → J/ψK+ yield used for the determination of B(B0s → µ+µ−)
is NB
+
obs = (1.43± 0.06) × 106, where the uncertainty combines the statistical and systematic
components (see Table 3 below for the yields in different running periods and channels). The
systematic uncertainty in the B+ → J/ψK+ yield is approximately 4% and is determined by
comparing the yields when fitting with or without a J/ψ mass constraint.
Background-subtracted data distributions are compared to simulation for both the B+ → J/ψK+
and B0s → J/ψφ candidate event samples. As examples, Fig. 2 shows the most discriminating
variables used in the analysis BDT: the flight length significance `3D/σ(`3D), the pointing an-
gle α, and the number of close tracks Nclosetrk . The distributions are shown for the central channel
in the 2016B data sample after the loose preselection for the analysis BDT training has been ap-
plied. The ratio between the background-subtracted data and the simulation is shown in the
lower plots. The shaded bands in the ratio plots, included for illustration, demonstrate that
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Figure 1: Invariant mass distributions for the µµK system used to reconstruct the B+ → J/ψK+
normalization sample. The plot on the left shows the 2016A central-region channel (|ηfµ| < 0.7),
while the plot on the right shows the 2016B forward-region channel (0.7 < |ηfµ| < 1.4). The
mass resolutions for these channels are 30 and 43 MeV, respectively. The data are shown by
solid black circles, the result of the fit is overlaid with the black line, and the different compo-
nents are indicated by the hatched regions.
the data-simulation difference can be as large as around 20%, mostly in peripheral parts of the
distributions (the same comment applies to the analogous bands shown below in Figs. 3 and 4).
These residual differences contribute to the systematic uncertainty in the analysis efficiency ra-
tio between signal and normalization, where their impact is reduced. In Fig. 3, distributions
of kinematic variables are displayed: the subleading muon pT, the cosine of the muon helicity
angle θµ− (θµ− is the angle in the J/ψ rest frame between the µ
− and the K+ direction), and the
B meson candidate proper decay time. The B+ → J/ψK+ analysis BDT discriminator distribu-
tions are plotted in Fig. 4. To illustrate the discrimination power of the analysis BDT, Fig. 4 also
shows the BDT discriminator distributions from the mµ+µ− data sideband and the B
0
s → µ+µ−
signal MC simulation.
The systematic uncertainty in the analysis efficiency and in its ratio between the signal and
normalization modes is estimated with the double ratio of analysis efficiencies between B+ →
J/ψK+ and B0s → J/ψφ decays in data and MC simulation, based on the distributions in Fig. 4.
The B0s → J/ψφ control sample is used in this context as a placeholder for the signal because of
the statistical limitations of the data signal events. Just as the normalization sample has one ad-
ditional track compared to the signal sample, the control sample has one additional track com-
pared to the normalization sample. Applying the analysis BDT discriminator requirements,
the efficiency ratios are determined between the B+ → J/ψK+ and B0s → J/ψφ samples and
subsequently the ratios between data and MC simulation are calculated for the double ratio.
The deviation from unity is taken as the systematic uncertainty. In Run 2, it is approximately
5%, while in Run 1, it varies between 7 and 10% depending on the year and channel. For the
effective lifetime determination, a small systematic uncertainty of 0.02 ps associated with the
selection efficiency is estimated from a variation of the analysis BDT requirement.
The signal selection efficiency depends on the proper decay time because of selection require-
ments in the trigger and offline analysis. In the HLT, the increased instantaneous luminosity in
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Figure 2: Comparison of measured and simulated B+ → J/ψK+ distributions for the most
discriminating analysis BDT variables in the central channel for 2016B: the flight length signif-
icance, the pointing angle, and the number of tracks close to the secondary vertex. The events
are required to pass the preselection for the analysis BDT training. See text for details. The
background-subtracted data are shown by solid circles and the MC simulation by the hatched
histogram. The MC histograms are normalized to the number of events in the data. The lower
panels display the ratio of the data to the MC simulation. The band in the ratio plot illustrates
a ±20% variation.
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Figure 3: Comparison of measured and simulated B+ → J/ψK+ distributions for kinematic
variables in the central channel for 2016B: the subleading muon pT, the muon helicity angle,
and the B meson proper decay time. The events are required to pass the preselection for the
analysis BDT training. See text for details. The background-subtracted data are shown by solid
circles and the MC simulation by the hatched histogram. The MC histograms are normalized
to the number of events in the data. The lower panels display the ratio of the data to the MC
simulation. The band in the ratio plot illustrates a ±20% variation.
Run 2 led to selection requirements on the maximum impact parameter of tracks relative to the
interaction point. These requirements gradually reduce the efficiency for proper decay times
larger than 6 ps. The analysis selection requirements on isolation and on the separation of the
B candidate secondary vertex from the bb-PV strongly reduce the efficiency for proper decay
times below 1 ps. The events in the signal MC simulation are reweighted to correspond to the
SM expectation of τSM
µ+µ− = τB0sH = 1.615 ps [16]. A priori, the effective lifetime is unknown,
and we therefore use ∆ ≡ [ε(τB0sH) − ε(τB0sL)]/
√
12, where τB0sL = 1.415 ps [16], as the uncer-
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Figure 4: (Top row) Comparison of the analysis BDT discriminator distributions for B+ →
J/ψK+ in background-subtracted data and MC simulation in the central channel for 2011 (left
column), 2012 (middle column), and 2016B (right column). The lower panels display the ratio of
the data to the MC simulation. The band in the ratio plot illustrates a ±20% variation. (Bottom
row) Illustration of the analysis BDT discriminator distribution in dimuon background data
from the 5.45 < mµ+µ− < 5.9 GeV sideband and B
0
s → µ+µ− signal MC simulation. The
distributions correspond to the full preselection and are normalized to the same number of
entries. The solid markers show the data and the hatched histogram the MC simulation. The
arrows show the BDT discriminator boundaries provided in Table 1.
tainty associated with the effective lifetime uncertainty. It amounts to 1–3% in B(B0s → µ+µ−),
depending on the channel and running period. For the B0 case, where the lifetime difference is
much smaller, the average lifetime is used.
The systematic uncertainty due to differences between data and simulation for the production
mechanism mixture is estimated as follows. In events with a B+ → J/ψK+ or B0s → J/ψφ
candidate and a third muon µ3, presumed to originate from the decay of the other b hadron in
the event, the variable ∆R(B, µ3) provides discrimination between gluon splitting on the one
hand and gluon fusion plus flavor excitation on the other. Templates from MC simulation are fit
to the data distribution and used to determine the relative production mechanism fractions in
data. Reweighting the fractions in the MC simulation to correspond to the fractions determined
in data provides an estimate of 3% for the systematic uncertainty in the efficiency ratio.
To cross-check whether a significant variation in fs/ fu is observed with respect to the B candi-
date kinematic variables η (up to |η| < 2.2) and pT (from 10 to 100 GeV), efficiency-corrected
ratios of B0s → J/ψφ and B+ → J/ψK+ yields are studied. In addition, a sample of B0 → J/ψK∗0
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(with K∗0 → K+pi−) decays is reconstructed to perform the analogous cross-check for fs/ fd ,
closely following the procedure discussed in Ref. [38]. No significant pT or η dependence is
observed in either case.
A complementary approach for the study of the systematic uncertainty in the selection effi-
ciency is to consider the standard deviation of the effective branching fraction B(B0s → J/ψφ)
over all running periods and channels. For this purpose, the control sample yield is substituted
for the signal yield in Eq. (3). The branching fraction B(B0s → J/ψφ) is affected by systematic
uncertainties in the analysis BDT selection efficiency and yield determination, the kaon track-
ing efficiency, and possible differences between the isolation of B+ and B0s mesons due to their
different fragmentation. A standard deviation of 4% is observed, substantially smaller than the
combination of the above systematic uncertainty contributions. We conclude that the system-
atic uncertainties are not underestimated.
7 Branching fraction measurement
The branching fractions B(B0s → µ+µ−) and B(B0 → µ+µ−) are determined with a 3D ex-
tended UML fit to the dimuon invariant mass mµ+µ− distribution, the relative mass resolution
σ(mµ+µ−)/mµ+µ− , and the binary distribution of the dimuon pairing configuration C, where
C = +1 (−1) when the two muons bend towards (away from) each other in the magnetic field.
The fit model contains six components: the distributions of the signals B0s → µ+µ− and B0 →
µ+µ−, the peaking background B → hh(’), the rare semileptonic background B → hµν, the
rare dimuon background B → hµµ, and the combinatorial background. The expected yields of
the rare background components are normalized to the B+ → J/ψK+ yield, corrected for the
relative efficiency ratios and the respective production ratios. The PDF for each component i
(where 1 ≤ i ≤ 6) is
Pi(mµ+µ− , σ(mµ+µ−), C) = Pi(mµ+µ− ; σ(mµ+µ−)) Pi(σ(mµ+µ−)/mµ+µ−) Pi(C), (4)
where the Pi terms are the PDFs for the indicated variable.
The binary C distribution is used in evaluating the possible underestimation of the B → hh(’)
background. The misidentification probabilities for h and h(’) are assumed to be indepen-
dent. However, this assumption is not necessarily correct if the two tracks overlap in the detec-
tor. A possible residual enhancement of the double-hadron misidentification probability exists
relative to the assumption that this probability factorizes into the product of two separately
measured misidentification probabilities. Potential bias from this source can be reduced by re-
quiring that both muon candidates satisfy very strict quality criteria or by demanding that the
tracks be spatially separated. The effect is different for two muon candidates that bend towards
or away from each other, and thus the C distribution is introduced. A scale factor is used in the
fit to account for the change in the hadron misidentification rate if the hadron bends towards
another muon candidate.
The signal PDFs are based on a Crystal Ball function [39] for the invariant mass and a non-
parametric kernel estimator [40] with a superposition of Gaussian kernels for the relative mass
resolution. The width σCB of the Crystal Ball function is a conditional parameter with a lin-
ear dependence on the dimuon mass resolution σCB = κ σ(mµ+µ−). All parameters, except
for the normalizations, are fixed to values obtained from fits to the signal MC distributions.
The dimuon mass scale is studied with J/ψ → µ+µ− and Υ(1S) → µ+µ− decays, interpolated
to mB0s
. In Run 1, the MC PDF is shifted by −6.0 (−7.0)MeV at the B0s mass for the central
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(forward) channel, while in Run 2 the shift is −4.4 (−3.1)MeV. The difference in the mass res-
olution between data and MC simulation is studied with B+ → J/ψK+ events and is found to
be 5%. Since correcting for this difference changes the measured branching fractions by only
around 0.2%, no associated systematic uncertainty is assigned.
The peaking background is constructed from the sum of all B → hh(’) decay modes, weighted
by the branching fraction, the product of the single-hadron misidentification probabilities, and
the respective production ratios. We assume that the selection efficiency for the peaking back-
ground equals the signal selection efficiency. The trigger efficiency is taken as half the signal
efficiency, with a 100% relative uncertainty because of the limited size of the MC event samples
where both hadrons are misidentified as muons. The invariant mass PDF is modeled with the
sum of a Gaussian and a Crystal Ball function with a common mean value. The relative mass
resolution is modeled with a kernel estimator as for the signal PDF. The width of the mass dis-
tribution is independent of the per-candidate mass resolution and is fixed to the distribution
obtained from the weighted sum of background sources in the MC simulation.
The shapes of the mass and relative mass resolution distributions for the rare semileptonic
background are obtained by adding the MC expectations for B0 → pi−µ+ν, B0s → K−µ+ν,
and Λb → pµ−νµ decays, with a weighting as for the peaking background (with the exception
of the trigger efficiency, which is taken to be equal to the signal efficiency). Both the mass
and relative mass resolution distributions are modeled with kernel estimators. Rare dimuon
background estimates are based on the decays B0 → pi0µ+µ− and B− → pi−µ+µ−, with the
mass and relative mass resolution PDFs modeled with nonparametric kernel estimators. To
account for missing contributions and efficiency differences with respect to the signal, these
background components (B → hµν and B → hµµ) are scaled with a common factor such
that their sum, when added to the combinatorial background, which is extrapolated from the
sideband, matches the event yield of data events in the mass region 4.9 < mµ+µ− < 5.2 GeV.
The normalizations of all of the rare background components are constrained within the com-
bined uncertainties of the branching fractions, misidentification probabilities, and efficiencies.
For the peaking background, the combined relative uncertainty is about 100%, while the rare
semileptonic and dimuonic background components have relative uncertainties of order 15%.
The combinatorial background invariant mass distribution is modeled by a nonnegative Bern-
stein polynomial of the first degree, whose parameters (both slope and normalization) are de-
termined in the fit. The fit result changes only negligibly when using a constant or an exponen-
tial function instead. The relative mass resolution is modeled by a kernel function, determined
from the events in the mass data sideband.
In the UML fit, the parameters of interest are B(B0s → µ+µ−) and B(B0 → µ+µ−). The nui-
sance parameters are profiled, subject to constraints. Gaussian constraints are used for the
uncertainties in B(B+ → J/ψK+), the ratio of efficiencies εB+tot /εtot, and the yields of the nor-
malization sample. For the smaller yields of B → hµν, B → hµµ, and B → hh(’) decays,
log-normal priors are used as constraints. Prior to analyzing the events in the signal region,
extensive tests were performed with pseudo-experiments to assess the sensitivity of the fitting
procedure as well as its robustness and accuracy.
As mentioned in the Introduction, the data are divided into two channels (central or forward)
depending on the pseudorapidity of the most forward muon |ηfµ|, and into data collection run-
ning periods (2011, 2012, 2016A, and 2016B). The separation between the central and forward
channels differs between Run 1 and Run 2 because of limitations imposed by the larger trigger
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Table 1: Analysis BDT discriminator boundaries per category, channel, and running period for
the branching fraction determination (2011 has only one category because of the small sample
size). Examples of the requirements for the central channels are illustrated in Fig. 4 (bottom
row).
2011 2012 2016A 2016B
Central Forward Central Forward Central Forward Central Forward
Low — — 0.27 0.23 0.19 0.19 0.18 0.23
High 0.28 0.21 0.35 0.32 0.30 0.30 0.31 0.38
rates in Run 2. In Run 1, the central (forward) channel covers |ηfµ| < 1.4 (1.4 < |ηfµ| < 2.1)
and in Run 2, |ηfµ| < 0.7 (0.7 < |ηfµ| < 1.4). In total, there are eight channels: central and for-
ward in four data-taking running periods. To maximize the sensitivity, channels with sufficient
statistical precision are divided into mutually exclusive categories, a low- and a high-range cat-
egory in the analysis BDT discriminator. The low-range category extends from the boundary
given in the first row in Table 1 to the boundary in the second row. The high range extends
from the boundary in the second row to +1. These analysis BDT discriminator requirements
are determined by maximizing the expected sensitivity using the full UML fit framework. The
boundaries differ between data-taking running periods because the distributions in the analy-
sis BDT discriminator value differ. In summary, the UML fit is performed simultaneously in 14
categories.
Figure 5 (left) shows the mass distribution for the combined high-range analysis BDT cat-
egories, with the fit results overlaid. The B0s → µ+µ− signal contribution is clearly visi-
ble. The corresponding distribution for the combined low-range BDT categories is shown in
Fig. 5 (right). The result of the fit to the data in the 14 categories defined in Table 1 is
B(B0s → µ+µ−) = [2.9 +0.7−0.6(exp)± 0.2(frag)]× 10−9, (5)
where the experimental uncertainty combines the dominant statistical and systematical terms.
The second uncertainty is due to the uncertainty in fs/ fu . The systematic uncertainties are
summarized in Table 2. The event yields of the fit components, the average pT of the B0s →
µ+µ− signal, and the efficiency ratios are given in Table 3. Summing over all categories,
we observe a total B0s → µ+µ− yield of 61 +15−13 candidates. The observed (expected) sig-
nificance, determined using Wilks’ theorem [41], is 5.6 (6.5) standard deviations. The av-
erage pT of all B0s → µ+µ− signal candidates is 17.2 GeV. The fit also provides the result
B(B0 → µ+µ−) = (0.8 +1.4−1.3) × 10−10. The observed (expected) significance of this result is
0.6 (0.8) standard deviations based on Wilks’ theorem, treating B(B0s → µ+µ−) as a nuisance
parameter. With the Feldman-Cousins approach [42], an observed significance of 1.0 standard
deviation is obtained.
The likelihood contours of the fit are shown in Fig. 6 (left), together with the SM expectation.
The correlation coefficient between the two branching fractions is −0.181.
Since no significant signal is observed for B0 → µ+µ−, one-sided upper limits are determined
using the standard CLs rule [43, 44], with the LHC-type profiled likelihood as the test statis-
tic. The result is B(B0 → µ+µ−) < 3.6 × 10−10 (3.1 × 10−10) at 95 (90)% confidence level
(CL). The corresponding expected upper limit, assuming no signal, is B(B0 → µ+µ−) <
3.0× 10−10 (2.4× 10−10). In Fig. 6 (right), the observed and expected confidence levels (1−CL)
are shown versus the assumed B0 → µ+µ− branching fraction. In interpreting Fig. 6 (right), it is
important to remember that the background-only hypothesis does not include the B0 → µ+µ−
signal expected in the SM.
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Figure 5: Invariant mass distributions with the fit projection overlays for the branching fraction
results. The left (right) plot shows the combined results from the high- (low-)range analysis
BDT categories defined in Table 1. The total fit is shown by the solid line and the different
background components by the broken lines. The signal components are shown by the hatched
distributions.
All observed results are consistent within the uncertainties with the SM expectations. Re-
stricting the present analysis to the Run 1 data results in an observed branching fraction of
B(B0s → µ+µ−) = (2.3 +1.0−0.8)× 10−9 with an observed (expected) significance of 3.3 (4.5) stan-
dard deviations. This is consistent with the results of Ref. [12] when that analysis is restricted
to the CMS data set. The upper limit on B(B0 → µ+µ−) is substantially improved compared
to the limit of our previous study [11], even when using Run 1 data alone, because of more
stringent muon identification criteria and the introduction of the UML fit.
8 Effective lifetime measurement
Two independent fitting methods were developed to determine the B0s → µ+µ− effective life-
time, in order to allow for extensive validation, cross-checks, and systematic studies. The pri-
mary method consists of an extended 2D UML fit to the dimuon invariant mass and proper
decay time [38, 45]. The second method employs a 1D approach in which the background
is subtracted using the sPlot [22] technique, with a function then fitted to the background-
subtracted distribution using a binned ML. The 2D UML approach was chosen as the primary
method, prior to analyzing the events in the signal region, because it exhibited better median
expected performance.
A slightly modified analysis BDT setup is used for both approaches. For simplicity, a single
BDT discriminator requirement, as indicated in Table 4, is used for each channel. As before,
these requirements are determined by optimizing the expected performance.
The fits are performed over the decay time range 1 < t < 11 ps. For very short times, the
reconstruction efficiency is small because of the flight-length significance and isolation require-
ments, while for long times, the efficiency is reduced in Run 2 because of the HLT requirements.
The results of both approaches are limited by the small number of signal events. Systematic
uncertainties have only a small impact on the total uncertainty.
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Table 2: Summary of systematic uncertainty sources described in the text. The uncertainties
quoted for the branching fraction B(B0s → µ+µ−) are relative uncertainties, while the uncer-
tainties for the effective lifetime τµ+µ− are absolute and are given for both the 2D UML and
sPlot analysis methods. The relative uncertainties in the upper limit on B(B0 → µ+µ−) differ
for the background yields, but have negligible impact on that result. The bottom rows provide
the total systematic uncertainty and the total uncertainty in the branching fraction and the ef-
fective lifetime measurements. Contributions that are included in other items are indicated by
(*).
Source B(B0s → µ+µ−) [%] τµ+µ− [ps]
2D UML sPlot
Kaon tracking 2.3–4 — —
Normalization yield 4 — —
Background yields 1 0.03 (*)
Production process 3 — —
Muon identification 3 — —
Trigger 3 — —
Efficiency (data/MC simulation) 5–10 — (*)
Efficiency (functional form) — 0.01 0.04
Efficiency lifetime dependence 1–3 (*) (*)
Running period dependence 5–6 0.07 0.07
BDT discriminator threshold — 0.02 0.02
Silicon tracker alignment — 0.02 —
Finite size of MC sample — 0.03 —
Fit bias — — 0.09
C correction — 0.01 0.01
Absolute total systematic uncertainty (+0.3−0.2)× 10−9 0.09 0.12
Absolute total uncertainty (+0.7−0.6)× 10−9 +0.61−0.44 +0.52−0.33
8.1 Two-dimensional unbinned maximum likelihood fit
The extended 2D UML fit uses the proper decay time resolution, σt, as a conditional parameter.
The unnormalized PDF P has the following expression:
P(mµ+µ− , t; σt) = NsigPsig(mµ+µ−)Tsig(t; σt)εsig(t) + NcombPcomb(mµ+µ−)Tcomb(t; σt)
+NpeakPpeak(mµ+µ−)Tpeak(t; σt)εpeak(t) + NsemiPsemi(mµ+µ−)Tsemi(t; σt)εsemi(t),
(6)
where Nsig, Ncomb, Npeak, and Nsemi are the B0s → µ+µ− signal, combinatorial, peaking (both
B0 → µ+µ− and B → hh(’)), and semileptonic (B → hµν combined with B → hµµ) back-
ground yield Poisson terms, respectively. The invariant mass and decay time PDFs for the
signal and background components are described by P(mµ+µ−) and T(t; σt), respectively. The
efficiencies εsig, εpeak, and εsemi for the signal and background components as a function of the
proper decay time are determined from simulated event samples.
For the PDFs describing the dimuon invariant mass distribution (Psig, Pcomb, Ppeak, Psemi), the
signal shape is parametrized by a Crystal Ball function, while the combinatorial, peaking, and
semileptonic background contributions are parametrized by a nonnegative Bernstein polyno-
mial of the first degree, the sum of a Crystal Ball function and a Gaussian function with com-
mon mean, and a Gaussian function, respectively. For the PDFs describing the proper decay
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Table 3: Summary of the fitted yields for B0s → µ+µ−, B0 → µ+µ−, the combinatorial back-
ground for 5.2 < mµ+µ− < 5.45 GeV, and the B
+ → J/ψK+ normalization, the average pT of the
B0s → µ+µ− signal, and the ratio of efficiencies between the normalization and the signal for
all 14 categories of the 3D UML branching fraction fit. The high and low ranges of the analysis
BDT discriminator distribution are defined in Table 1. The size of the peaking background is
5–10% of the B0 → µ+µ− signal. The average pT is calculated from the MC simulation and has
negligible uncertainties. The uncertainties shown include the statistical and systematic compo-
nents. It should be noted that the B0s → µ+µ− and B0 → µ+µ− yields and their uncertainties
are determined from the branching fraction fit and also include the normalization uncertainties.
Category N(B0s) N(B0) Ncomb N
B+
obs /100 〈pT(B0s)〉[GeV] εtot/εB
+
tot
2011/central 3.6 +0.9−0.8 0.4
+0.7
−0.6 2.3± 1.0 750± 30 16.4 3.9± 0.5
2011/forward 2.0 +0.5−0.4 0.2
+0.4
−0.3 0.7± 0.5 220± 10 14.9 7.5± 0.8
2012/central/low 3.7 +0.9−0.8 0.4
+0.6
−0.6 29.9± 2.9 790± 30 16.1 3.8± 0.5
2012/central/high 9.3 +2.3−2.1 1.0
+1.7
−1.6 7.6± 1.8 2360± 100 17.3 3.2± 0.4
2012/forward/low 1.7 +0.4−0.4 0.2
+0.3
−0.3 29.9± 2.9 190± 10 14.3 7.3± 1.0
2012/forward/high 4.7 +1.2−1.1 0.5
+0.9
−0.8 8.3± 1.7 660± 30 15.5 5.9± 0.8
2016A/central/low 2.2 +0.5−0.5 0.2
+0.4
−0.4 10.3± 1.7 580± 20 17.5 3.1± 0.4
2016A/central/high 4.0 +1.0−0.9 0.4
+0.8
−0.7 3.4± 1.2 1290± 60 19.3 2.5± 0.3
2016A/forward/low 3.7 +0.9−0.8 0.4
+0.7
−0.7 43.5± 3.5 780± 30 15.8 3.9± 0.5
2016A/forward/high 8.1 +2.0−1.8 0.8
+1.5
−1.4 15.9± 2.4 1920± 80 17.5 3.4± 0.4
2016B/central/low 4.1 +1.0−0.9 0.4
+0.8
−0.7 34.4± 3.2 1020± 40 17.2 3.3± 0.4
2016B/central/high 3.6 +0.9−0.8 0.4
+0.7
−0.6 2.2± 1.0 1320± 50 20.8 2.2± 0.2
2016B/forward/low 6.1 +1.5−1.4 0.6
+1.1
−1.0 33.4± 3.1 1260± 50 16.2 3.9± 0.4
2016B/forward/high 3.9 +1.0−0.9 0.4
+0.8
−0.7 4.0± 1.3 1180± 50 19.5 2.7± 0.3
Table 4: Analysis BDT discriminator minimum requirements per channel and running period
for the 1D and 2D effective lifetime fits.
2011 2012 2016A 2016B
Central Forward Central Forward Central Forward Central Forward
0.22 0.19 0.32 0.32 0.22 0.30 0.22 0.29
time distributions (Tsig, Tcomb, Tpeak, Tsemi), the signal and background shapes are parametrized
by individual exponential functions, which are convolved with a Gaussian function to incor-
porate the effect of the detector resolution, and with the Tsig exponential function depending
on the effective lifetime. The signal, peaking, and semileptonic background proper decay time
PDFs are corrected with their respective efficiency factors (εsig, εpeak, εsemi). Such a correction is
not applied to the combinatorial background since the decay time PDF Tcomb is modeled from
data directly. The modeling of the efficiency function has a systematic uncertainty of about
0.01 ps, determined by variation of the parametrization.
The signal yield, the effective lifetime τµ+µ− , and all parameters of the combinatorial back-
ground (except the combinatorial background in the forward channel of 2011, which is held
fixed because there are no events in the sideband) are determined in the fit. All other param-
eters are either constrained (background yields of the peaking and semileptonic components
inside log-normal constraints) or fixed to the MC simulation values (all other parameters). The
UML fit is performed simultaneously in the eight independent channels defined in Table 4.
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Figure 6: (Left) Likelihood contours for the fit to the branching fractions B(B0s → µ+µ−) and
B(B0 → µ+µ−), together with the best-fit value (cross) and the SM expectation (solid square).
The contours correspond to regions with 1–5 standard deviation coverage. (Right) The quan-
tity 1− CL as a function of the assumed B0 → µ+µ− branching fraction. The dashed curve
shows the median expected value for the background-only hypothesis, while the solid line is
the observed value. The shaded region indicates the ±1 standard deviation uncertainty band.
The combined mass and proper decay time distributions from all channels, with the fit results
overlaid, are shown in Fig. 7. The effective lifetime obtained from the fit is
τµ+µ− = 1.70
+0.61
−0.44 ps, (7)
where the uncertainty represents the combined statistical and systematic terms. Systematic
uncertainties, beyond those already discussed, include small contributions from the limited
statistical precision of the MC simulation (0.03 ps) and the C correction (0.01 ps). All systematic
uncertainties are summarized in Table 2.
8.2 One-dimensional binned maximum likelihood fit
In the second method, the complete PDF described in Section 7 is used to determine sPlot
weights. All events passing the analysis BDT requirements in Table 4, but without any proper
decay time selection, are used for this step. Because of the small number of events in individual
channels, an integration is performed over the central and forward channels for both the Run 1
and Run 2 data. The effective lifetime is determined with an exponential function modified
to include the channel-dependent resolution and efficiency effects. To properly determine the
uncertainty in the effective lifetime from the weighted fit, a custom algorithm [46] is imple-
mented. This algorithm has several features. First, it performs a weighted binned ML fit to
the sPlot distribution to provide the correct central value and covariance matrix. Second, to
reduce biases associated with large histogram bin widths, it calculates the integral of the PDF,
integrating over bins. Third, it incorporates a resolution and efficiency model into the effec-
tive decay time PDF. Finally, it provides asymmetric uncertainties in the fit parameters. The
determined effective lifetime and the associated variance are consistent with the expectations
from pseudo-experiments and the statistical uncertainties are in agreement with the confidence
intervals reported by the Neyman construction [47].
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Figure 7: Invariant mass (left) and proper decay time (right) distributions, with the 2D UML
fit projections overlaid. The data combine all channels passing the analysis BDT discriminator
requirements as given in Table 4. The total fit is shown by the solid line and the different back-
ground components by the broken lines and cross-hatched distributions. The signal component
is shown by the single-hatched distribution.
Figure 8 shows the mass distribution of all contributing data, without requiring t > 1 ps, and
the weighted signal proper decay time distribution, together with the result of the binned ML
fit. The fit yields τµ+µ− = 1.55
+0.52
−0.33 ps, where the uncertainty is the combination of the statis-
tical and systematic contributions. Using pseudo-experiments with post-fit nuisance parame-
ters, a fit bias of +0.09 ps is observed and corrected for in the result above. It is included as
a systematic uncertainty. The reasons for this bias are, first, negative yields are not allowed
in the weighted ML fit and, second, the sample size at large decay times is very small. The
decay time dependence of the selection efficiency leads to a systematic uncertainty of 0.04 ps.
All systematic uncertainties are summarized in Table 2.
The two fitting methods, the 2D UML fit and the 1D sPlot approach, yield consistent results.
The observed total uncertainties in the primary fitting method are about one root-mean-square
deviation larger than the expected median uncertainties (+0.39−0.30 ps). The expected median uncer-
tainty for the 1D sPlot approach are +0.49−0.31 ps. While the uncertainties are sizable, the results are
consistent with the SM expectation that only the heavy BsH state contributes to the B
0
s → µ+µ−
decay.
9 Summary
Measurements of the rare leptonic B meson decays B0s → µ+µ− and B0 → µ+µ− have been
performed in pp collision data collected by the CMS experiment at the LHC, corresponding to
integrated luminosities of 5 fb−1 at center-of-mass energy 7 TeV, 20 fb−1 at 8 TeV, and 36 fb−1 at
13 TeV. The B0s → µ+µ− decay is observed with a significance of 5.6 standard deviations and
the time-integrated branching fraction is measured to be B(B0s → µ+µ−) = [2.9 +0.7−0.6(exp) ±
0.2(frag)]× 10−9, where the experimental uncertainty combines the statistical and systematic
terms, and the second uncertainty refers to the uncertainty in the ratio of the B0s and the B+
fragmentation functions. No significant B0 → µ+µ− signal is observed and an upper limit
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Figure 8: Invariant mass (left) and proper decay time (right) distributions, with the sPlot fit
projections overlaid. The data combine all channels passing the analysis BDT discriminator
requirements as given in Table 4. For the mass distribution, no requirement on the decay time
is applied. The total fit is shown by the solid line, the different background components by
the broken lines and cross-hatched distribution. The signal component is shown by the single-
hatched distribution.
B(B0 → µ+µ−) < 3.6× 10−10 is determined at 95% confidence level. The B0s → µ+µ− effective
lifetime is found to be τµ+µ− = 1.70
+0.61
−0.44 ps, where the uncertainty combines both statistical
and systematic components. The results for the branching fractions supersede the previous
results from CMS [11], which were based on the 7 and 8 TeV data only. All of the results are in
agreement with the standard model predictions.
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